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We study а опе-штеnsiоnal, two-band тодеl with short-range electron-electron repuIsions 
(onsite и and nearest-neighbor V terms) апд electron-phonon coupling. We show that there is 
а region of и, V and banд Шling in which singlet superconductivity fluctuations асе dominant. 
Thiз region is absent without elcctron-phonon interactions апд includes large values of и апд V. 

1. INТRODUCТION 

ТЬе physics of low-dimensional strongly correlated fermion systems with repulsive 
interactions is а topic of active interest, largely because the origin of high-Те superconductivity 
in cuprate oxides and the role ofphonons in these correlated systems асе not clearly understood. 
Using а simple one-dimensional (1D) Си-О сhШп model [1], we investigate the effects ofboth 
short rangе electron-electron (е-е) repulsive interactions (onsite И and nearest-neighbor Си-О 
сериlтоп V) and electron-phonon (е-р) coupling in the ground state of the system. We show 
that superconducting (SC) correlations асе absent in the model if we take into account е-е 
interactions оnlу. ТЬе inclusion of е-р interactions leads to the appearance of а (И, V, р) 
region (where р is the band-filling) inwhich superconducting fluctuations асе dorninant. Оп 
the other hand, the ground state of the system in the absence of е-е repulsion is а state with а 
charge-density wave (CDW) or spin-density wavё' (SDW) state without а divergent SC response. 
ТЬш, the region with dominant SC response results from the combined effect of е-е and е-р 
interactions for this model. 

We use а renorma1ization-group (RG) two-cutoff approach developed in earlier 
works [2,3]. With soте assumptions оп the model parameters, our analysis is valid in the 
lirnit of large и and V. ТЬе possibi1ity of SC fluctuations in quasi-lD systems with strong 
repulsive е-е interaction and е-р couрНng was first raised in work of Zimanyi et al. [3], where 
results are obtained for а massive Thirring model. тhe two-band model without е-р interaction 
was considered in [l}, where numerical results are presented, pointing out the possible existence 
of SC fluctuations in the strong-coup1ing lirnit. тhis statement is based оп the numerical results, 
which point to the presence of phase separation in the strong-coupling lirnit, and ап intuitive 
assumption that resиlts obtained for the Luttinger liquid in the weak-coupling limit are valid 
qualitatively in the strong-coupling lirnit for the quantum lattice model. ТЬеп in soте vicinity of 
the phase separation (whece the correlation exponent satisfies К р ~ 00) опе has а divergent SC 
сеsponse if К р > 1 holds (see Щ. (24) be'low). Несе we investigate RG weak-соuрIiпg solutions. 
Therefore we do по! consider phase separation. We show that in а region of sufficiently large 
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е-е repulsion, where the RG approach is sti11 applicable, а ground state with а dominant SC 
response сап ье achieved due to the interplay of е-е and е-р interactions. We will show that, 
due to two-band hybridization, the repulsion a~plitudes И and V are multiplied Ьу small 
parameters in the RG equations. This allows us to consider larger И and V values, which 
exceed, for example, the width of the иррес band. 

The plan of this article is as follows. In Sec. 2 we define оис Hamiltonian and calculate 
the band structure in the absence of е-е and е-р terms. In Sec. 3 we take into account е-е 
and е-р terms, and construct the ground-state phase diagram оп the basis of our RG analysis. 
In the Conclusion we discuss оис results and their implications. . 

2. ТНЕ НAМILTONIAN 

We consider а chain consisting of two types of atoms: Си оп odd sites with d-orbitals and 
О оп even lattice sites with p-orbitals. The Hamiltonian of the system is 

НО = -t L C;,iCd,j + h.c. + L 6.(C;,i Cp,i - C~,iCd,.;), 
(i,j) 

Нее = L L И",С~,i,fС""i,rс~,i,! С""ц + V L C~,iCd,iC;,jCp,j, 
",cd,p i (i,j) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where t is the hopping integral, (i,j) are nearest-neighbor sites, 6. = (Ер - E d )/2, Ер and 
Ed are site energies, Иd and Ир are Hubbard onsite repulsive energies, and V is the repulsion 
amplitude between nearest-neighbor sites. Dicect апtifепоmagпеtiс coupling between Си sites 
is omitted. Also 

(4) 

and we consider two models of electron-phonon coupling: the molecular crystal (МС) model 
with the Hamiltonian Нер,l in which optic phonons couple to the electron site energy, and the 
Su-Schrietfer-Heeger (SSН) model with the Hamiltonian Нер,2 in which the lattice distortions 
modulate the electron-hopping matrix element t. The Hamiltonian Нер,l consists oftwo parts: 
Нер,l = Hep,d + Нер,р, where each part has the form 

~ Pi2 1 2 ~ (+ 1) 9 + Нер = ~ 2М + '2''Щi + )..QiPi = ~ ""о dkdk + '2 + ..jN(dk + dk)Pk (5) 

with ""о = у'к-/М, 9 = )../J2M",,0, Pk = l:C~+qCq. Here М is the ion mass, ""о iS the ор
tic-phonon frequency, к, is the elasticity constant, and ).. is the е-р coupling constant. All terms 
in (5) have labels d or р, and the sum is over odd ос even sites for Hep,d ос Нер,р' respectively. 
The Hamiltonian Нер,2 takes into account intermolecular phonon modes: 

(6) 
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where бti,j == л(qi - qj), VJq = 2'; К/ м sin(qa/2) is the acoustic-phonon frequency, g(k, q) = 
= 4iл sin(qa/2) cos(ka + qa/2)/ J2MVJq, and а is the Си-О lattice constant. 

First we consider the noninteracting Hamiltonian Но. Diagonalization gives 

where 

cd(k) = COSOkC1(k) + sinOkc2(k), 

cp(k) = - sinOkc1(k) + COSOkC2(k) 

(7) 

(8) 

with tg(20k) = -2tcos(ka)/I1, -1Г/2 < 20k < 1Г/2. Now we have а two-band electronic 
structure and consider the case of ап entirely filled lower band. The filling factor of the иррес 
band is 0< р < 2 (empty [ос р = о and fllled [ос р = 2). With unit сеll2а, the quasi-momen
ta k and k + 1г / а are equivalent, and we mау assume that the states in the lower band have 
quasi-momenta in the interval -1Г /2а < k < 1г /2а and that in the иррес band in the interval 
1Г/2а < Ikl < 1Г/а; then kFa= 1Г/2+1Гр/4. The Fermi velocity is 

2at2 sin(2kFa) 
VF = - . 

J4t2 cos2(kFa) + 112 
(9) 

3. RG TREATMENТ 

Since we will use ап RG approach we take into account оnlу states in the иррес band 
in the vicinity of Ер which are described Ьу the operators С2' Then Но has the form, in the 
x-representation, 

(10) 

where 'Р2,± include momenta пеас ±kF , respectively. Below we will ornit the subscript 2 
and also terms in Н with '1'1. (Taking into account the terms with '1'1 сап produce а shift 
of the chemical potential and some renormalization of the Ferrni velocity.) Therefore in the 
Hamiltonian we сап make the replacements 

(11) 

N ote that in the case t / 11 « 1 ос р « 1 we have 

. о о t sin(JrP/4) 
SlПF~F~ . 

11 
(12) 

First we consider е-е interaction effects. For the Си-О case it is appropriate to consider 
Иd » Ир. Let us study the case Ир = О. The effect of small Ир is easily taken into account 
and will Ье discussed below. In terms of а «g-ology» model [4], the Hamiltonian Нее gives the 
scattering amplitudes 
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9\ = ~a sin4 f)F + 2Va sin2 f)F cos(2kFa) = 9з, 

И а . 4 f) 2V' 2 f) 92 = 2 sш F + аsш F = 94, 

(13) 

where 9\ is the backscattering amplitude, and 92 and 94 are forward scattering amplitudes. The 
«Umklapp» part 9з exists only for the half-fiIlеd case р = 1: for simplicity we wiII not consider 
this case. Since we use а RG approach below, we consider 9i / 1ГV F ::; 1, i.e., И а, V а ::; 1ГV F 

or sinf)« 1 for large И and V. We have а spin-rotation invariance, i.e., 9.1. = 9". Therefore, 
when they are not essential, we wiII omit spin indices. The etтect of the 94 term is taken into 
account separately: it simply produces а shift in the velocity of the spin and charge degrees of 
freedom: V u = VF(1 + 94), vp = VF(1 - 94)' 

The familiar RG equations defining the scaling behavior of the system are [4] 

, 1 2 
9\ = 1ГVu 9\, (14) 

9с == 9\ - 292 = const. (15) 

For 9\ :::: О the excitation spectrum is gapless, 9\ -+ 9j = О, while there is а gap if 9\ < О. 
The charge excitation spectrum is gapless for 9с :::: О and has а gap !:1р if 9с < О. The ground 
state has the most divergent singlet (triplet) SC response for 9с :::: О and 9\ < О (or 9с :::: О and 
9\ :::: О). In our case 

9с = - ~a sin4 f)F + 2Va sin2 f)F cos2 f)F [cos(2kF) - 2] < О. (16) 

Therefore there is по region in (И, V) with divergent SC fluctuations, in accordance with 
results [1] for the weak-coupling case. The possibIe ground states are а CDW or SDW, 
depending оп the sign of 9\. (Тhis sign сап уасу due to the coskFa term.) We see that in 
order to obtain SC correlations it is necessary to have large positive 9j or negative 92 terms. 
As we wiII see below, this condition сап ье achieved Ьу taking into account ап appropriate е-р 
interaction. 

I Second-order perturbation theory in е-р interaction produces а retarded е-е interaction [2] 
for f.AJ less than the ОеЬуе frequency, f.AJ < f.AJD '" у'"./м. (We consider the case 
f.AJD < EF.) The etтective е-е interaction сап ье described in «g-Ology» terminology: 9\,ph = 
= -292(kF, 2kF )/f.AJ2kF' 92,ph = -292(kF, O)/f.AJQ, 93,ph = 9\,ph (half-ft1led band only). In the 
case of the МС model (5) we have 

л2 
9\,ph = 92,ph = 93,ph = - 4". , 

whereas the SSH model (6) gives 

9\ ph = 9з ph = -4 л2 (sin2 (}F cos2 (}F)· , , ". 

(17) 

(18) 

The parameters". and л in (17) and (18) are, ofcourse, ditтerent, as weIl as the other parameters 
in the Hamiltonians Нер,\, Нер,2' Note that aII terms are negative, and 92'ph is due solely to 
onsite е-р coupling and does not contain renorma1ization terms sin (} F and cos (} F. In the case 
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е «: 1, the onsite е-р interaction is dorninant. Now we Ьауе two types of е-е interaction with 
cutoffs Ер and UJD. Thus we use the RG procedure [2, 3] for а two-cutoffrnodel. ТЬе one-loop 
scaling equations (14) and (15) for gi are unaffected Ьу the presence of retarded interaction. 
ТЬе equations for the gi,ph, taking into account the cross terrns gigj,ph, were derived in [3]: 

, - о g2,ph - . 

(19) 

(20) 

We shall consider the case gЗ,рh = О. ТЬе integration in (19) and (20) is taken frorn Ер to 
Ц)О '" UJD(WO), where UJD(WO) is the renorrnalized value of UJD [3]. As а result, the combined 
action of different scattering processes is described Ьу 

(21) 

ТЬе properties of the system at energies smaП compared to ц)о are derived from а rnodel with 
single interactions g'[ and bandwidth Ц)О. 

Now we examine the soluti:ons ofEqs. (14), (15), (19), and (20). ТЬе initi:al conditions for 
(14) аnd (15) are defmed Ьу (13). ТЬе initial conditions for (19) and (20) are defmed Ьу (17) 
and (18). We write 9~~~h = -'У, g~~~h = -1'. If 91°) ~ О holds (we shall see that this is the 
situation in the interesting region), frorn (12) we find that gl scales toward зтall positive values 
9~ «: 9~O). Note that in the сазе () «: 1 we Ьауе g1~~h ~ 9~~~h' i.e., l' ~ 'У. Frorn (13) it 

follows that gj - 292 = 9~O) - 29~2)' А positive derivative in (19) irnplies that 91,ph sca1es toward 
large negative values. We consider the opposite case g~,ph < О. ТЬеп, at least initially, gl,ph 
wil1 scale toward а srnalJ negative value. Тherefore we demand that 

~g(O) + ~g(Q) + g(O) > О 
2 1 2 с I,ph ' (22) 

since gl,ph < О. ТЬе inequality (22) сап по1 ье valid throughout the scaling process, since Уl 
scales to srnall values. Тherefore the ушие gi,ph тау not ье very sтall. We do по1 require 
19j hl «: 'У; for our purposes it is sufficient that giph > 'У - 21' holds, аз we show below. ТЬе 
~ , 

value g2,ph is поtscalеd аз fоПоws from (20), i.e., g2,ph = -1'. ТЬш value does not contain the 

renorrnalization coefficient sin ер. As а result of scaling we Ьауе the state with g'[ = gi + gi,ph' 
тhe ground state of the system with the new scaling amplitudes Ьаз dorninant divergent SC 
susceptibility if 

gT = gT _ 2уТ = g(O) _ 2g(0) + у* + 2.:v > О 
с 1 2 1 2 l,ph 1 • (23) 

Sinсе we asзurne that g[ph ~ gi,ph < о, we Ьауе а state with spin gap .1.0" Тherefore the 
dorninant singularity is the singlet SC response with SC correlation fиnction 

Щх) '" x- I / Kp , Кр = 1 + g'[ /27rvp > 1 
1 - g'[ /27rvp . 

(24) 

In this case the CDW response сап ье divergent with а correlation fиnction <х х-Кр • ТЬе 
inequalities (22) and (23) define the region in which the singlet SC correlations are dorninant. 
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In terms of и = (и а/2) sin4 О, v = V а sin2 (J cos2 (J we rewrite (22) and (23) as 

"( + 2v ( 1 + 2 cos 7f;) < и < 2"(* - 2v (2 + cos 7f;) , (25) 

where 2"(* = 21' + gt,ph' It is easy to obtain the solution of (25). This is the region ABCD 
in Figure bounded Ьу the lines и = О, v = О, и = "( - 2v, и = 21' + gt,ph. - 2v. Recall that in 
the limit (J ~ 1, Eq. (12), the bare repulsive energies satisfy U "" u/О\ V '" v/(J2 » "(. ТЬш 
our model includes the case of strong electron repulsion. For апу point (и, v) in the region 
Аве D the inequality (25) is valid for 

р > ~ cos- 1 ( max {и - ~v- 2v, 2"(* -2:V - и}) . (26) 

In the limit t /!1 ~ 1 we сап obtain the phase diagram in terms of the bare values U 
аnd V. Then the coordinates of the points А, В, С, and D are А = {О, (4"(*)(I:1/t)4}, в = 
= {0,2"(!1/t)4},C = {("(/2)(I:1/t)2,0},andD = {{"(*/2)(!1/t)2,0}. TheSCregionisdeformed 
to include region 11 due to the sin(7fp/4) term. ТЬе equation of the curve EF is 

1:12 «2"(* - "()k + 4"( + 16"(*)2 1:12 
V = t2 72(k + 2)("( + 2"(*) , U = 2kV t2. (27) 

In the lirnit k -+ 00 we have U ос V 2, but in this region р '" 1/U1/ 4 -+ О. тhe inequality (25) 
with t / 1:1 ~ 1 becomes 

(и1 + 8V\)y2 - 6Vty - "( > О, 

(4Vt - и)у2 - 6Vty + 2"(* > О, 
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where vi = V(I!/t)2, И1 = (И/2)(I!/t)4, У = sin2(ц/4). In region 1 the solution of (28) is 
ро < Р < 2, where Sin2(lГро/4) = Уо is the largest root of Eq. (28). In region 11 we Ьауе 
РI(И, V) < Р < Р2(И, V), where РI and Р2 сan ье easily obtained from (28). If V = о holds, 
the solution is 

~ sin-I (.l) 1/4 < Р < i sin-I (2')'*) 1/4 
11' ИI 11' ИI 

(29) 

for И1 > ')'; if и = о holds, then in the region ,),/2 < vi < ')'* the solution is siп2(lГр/4) > Уо, 
where уо is the largest root of Eq. (28) for И = О. 

In шing theRG approach, we supposed as usual that gi/1ГVF < 1. For small t/I! we 
Ьауе the initiaI vaIue v~) '" (t2/I!)siп(ц/2). RecalIing that gi '" V[tsin(lГр/4)/1!)2 or 
И[t sin(lГр/4)/ 1!)4, У2,рЬ = соnst, we сan regard our results as reasonable if we are not too 
close to band edges, where VF -+ О, i.e., Еl < Р < 2 - Е2 and Р =f 1 (gз = О). It follows from 
our anaIysis that in region III we Ьауе the large spin and charge gaps, so that there is оnlу а 
CDW divergent response. In region IV we Ьауе y~ < О , small иТ < о and thus divergent 
CDW and SDW ОП the 1imit и: -+ О) responses. 

We considered the effect of the lower band оnlу through the renormaIization of the bare 
vaIues И and V. Тhш, we did not take into account the terms (Ve2 + И)чrtЧ'lЧ'jЧ'1 + (V+ 
+Ие2)Ч'jЧ'IЧ'2'Ч'2' Тherefore our results are vaIid in the region И, V ~ Ерр '" I!. In order to 
estimate the effect ofthe cross term, we сan rewrite our two-band model in terms oftwo-chain 
model and use the results of RG investigation [5). It is easily to see that e1ectron-hole pair 
interchain hopping is irrelevant (scaIes to small vaIues), if И> V. Тhш we сап consider the 
region of large vaIues И and V (И > V) in comparison with the upper-band width '" t2 / I! « I!. 

In this treatment we Ьауе not taken into account the effects of Ир repu1sion. Тhи is easily 
achieved Ьу substituting и into (20) in the form и = (Иаsin4 (}F + Ира cos4 (}F)/2. For small 
vaIues of Ир the RG approach remains vaIid, and alI results continue to hold in terms of the 
new и and v. For t/I!« 1 we Ьауе COS(}F '" 1, so that we cannot consider the lаrgе-Ир limit 
in our approach. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, using а two-сutоffRG approach we Ьауе studied а two-band, lD tight-bin
ding model with е-е and е-р interactions. We included onsite И and nearest-neighbour V 
,electron repu1sions, as well as intra- and inter-molecular е-р coupling. We Ьауе shown (in 
accordance with [1) that there is по И, V, р, t, I! parameter region with dominant divergent 
SC response in the absence of е-р interaction. In the lowest-order RG approach we found 
that such а region does occur if we include е-р соирling with opticaI intra-molecular modes. 
Оnlу this form of е-р interaction produces an effective renormalized g2,ph term. We Ьауе 
found that the singlet SC region includes large vaIues of the И and V repulsive interactions if 
tsiп(ц/4)/I!« 1. Note that а similar behaviour is possible in а one-band model, for which 
I! = О. Тhеп, instead of (25), we Ьауе 

')' + 2V [1 - 2соs(lГр)] < И < 27 + gi,ph - 2V [2 - СОS(lГр») , (30) 

where ')' = -g~~) h' 7 = -g~~~h' 0< Р < 2. Тhe solution of(30) is the same region ABCD in 
Figure provide~ that 27 + gi,ph > ')'. However, the bare vaIues И and V must ье small, of the 
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order of рЬопоп scattering strengths. Note also that we have used а RG approach. Therefore 
we did not consider the strong-coupling.limit (V, U » t, 6), where а phase separation instability 
could take рlасе [1]. 

The rnain results of our treatment are the following: 
1) Using а lD two-band model, we have taken into account both е-р coupling and е

е repulsion and have shown that there is а regionof parameters with dominant divergent SC 
response. This effect is absent in the model without е-р coupling and is а result of the interplay 
of е-е and е-р interactions. 

2) We have found that weak е-р interactions and relatively strong е-е repulsions сап result 
in ап effective electron pairing and а divergent SC response. This is possible in the limit t j 6 «: 1, 
where we сап take into account large U and V values, since effective е-е interactions are scaled 
Ьу а factor t j 6. As а result we find that dominant divergent SC fluctuations are possible in 
the region V(tj 6)2", U(tj 6)4 '" gph, V < U < 6, as shown in Figure. 

3) We have found that dominant SC fluctuation states are possible only in а some interval 
Рl < Р < Р2 of band Шliпg. 

4) We have found that опlу е-р interaction with optical intramolecule рЬопоп modes сап 
result in Sc. 

5) Our conclusions are valid also beyond the limit tj 6 «: 1 for the two-band model and 
for the one-band model (6 = О). But in these cases the SC fluctuation ground state is possible 
in the region of relatively small repulsive constants (и, V '" gph). 

This model without е-р coupling was studied in [1] where some indications of SC 
fluctuations in the strong-coupling limit were obtained. We have considered а substantially 
another region. 

We have proposed опе possible scenario for the origin of dominant SC fluctuations in 
quasi-one-dimensional systems as а result ofthe combined effect of repulsive е-е and attractive 
е-р interactions in а two-band situation. We suggest that features of this picture will survive 
in analogous two-dimensional models of ЬщЬ-Те superconductors, in particular in three-band 
Peierls-Hubbard models [6]. However, the orbital structure ofthe order parameter in this case 
(s-wave vs d-wave) is unclear without detailed calculations. 

Опе of us (S. М) wishes to thank Los Alamos National Laboratory for support and 
hospitality. Work at Los Alamos is performed under the auspices of the U. S. ОоЕ. 
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